Galilean Nights Event ID: gn205

Number of telescopes: 5
Number of organisers: 20
Number of attendees: 700

Event Report:
23, Oct.: Weihai city square, 3 telescopes, observe the moon & Jupiter, ~150 attendees;
24, Oct.: Weihai Observatory of SDU, 5 telescopes, observe the moon & Jupiter, ~200 attendees;
25, Oct.: Harbin Institute of Technology at Weihai, 2 telescopes, observe the moon & Jupiter, ~100 attendees;
27, Oct.: Shandong University at Weihai, 3 telescopes, observe the moon & Jupiter, ~100 attendees;
29, Oct.: Weihai Liqun square, 3 telescopes, observe the moon & Jupiter, ~150 attendees.